


Making Our Work Count
Our Societal Impact In June 2024

9000+
Free Eye Screenings 

Conducted

4000+
Spectacles Dispensed In 

200+ Communities

400+
School Children's Eye 

Screenings Completed

120+
Cataract Surgeries Sponsored

60+
Spectacles Dispensed To 

The School Children



Introducing Netra Sathi

An initiative by Care Netram to empower women in rural areas

NetraSathi is a project of Care Netram with a specific mission to empower women as social
entrepreneurs and vision ambassadors to address vision impairment by organizing eye screening
events /camps in underserved communities across India.

Care Netram’s NetraSathi program enables local women to earn income and serve their community
by mobilizing people for eye screening events conducted by Care Netram.



Meet our Netra Sathi, Suneli



See The Difference

Eye Care Camp At Dava India, Generic Pharmacy, Bhubaneswar 

Care Netram had the pleasure of conducting an eye screening camp at the Dava India store in

Bhubaneswar, and the event was a resounding success. Many attendees were able to obtain

affordable glasses, thanks to the collaboration between Care Netram and Dava India. Providing

quality eyewear at accessible prices ensures that everyone has the opportunity to see clearly and

live better.

We extend our heartfelt thanks to Dava India for hosting the eye camp at their store. The positive

feedback from the community was overwhelming, with many expressing their appreciation for

the essential services provided.



Meet Pramila Behera, A Skilled 
Weaver Of Traditional Crafts

A 70-Year-Old Artisan in Keonjhar Reclaimed Her 
Craft and Independence

As a skilled worker of traditional crafts, Pramila has relied on her intricate handwork to support

herself despite her advanced age.

However, as her eyesight deteriorated over time, her ability to create these detailed pieces

diminished, directly impacting her productivity and income. Her financial constraints prevented

her from seeking proper eye care, leaving her squinting and struggling as she still carried on with

her work.

With Good Vision Glasses on, her vision became crystal clear and finally she was able to focus on

her work. With the support of Care Netram, Pramila regained her independence and can now

continue her beloved craft.



Supporting Small Businesses 
In Rural India

Affordable Eye Care Transforms a Couple's Small 
Business in Keonjhar

Purna Chandra Singh, 70, and Kunilata Singh, 61, a dedicated couple from Keonjhar, found their

small snack business struggling due to deteriorating vision. Their ability to read, prepare snacks,

and handle money had become increasingly difficult, directly impacting their livelihood.

Without timely eye care and vision supporting glasses, their vision could have further

deteriorated. It could leave them blind and eventually make them dependent on others.

Purna and Kunilata received Good Vision glasses at an affordable price. With their new glasses,

they can now effortlessly manage their daily tasks. Their improved vision has not only boosted

their work efficiency but also restored their confidence.



Glasses of Hope

Care Netram reaches remote villages like Pokar Toli
with essential eye care services.

In the quiet village of Pokar Toli in Ranchi, Lepu Tigga, aged 70, and Budhani Tigga, aged 55, faced

daily challenges due to their poor vision. As a husband and wife deeply rooted in their community,

they struggled to recognize people from afar and perform household chores without difficulty.

To their relief, they were provided with Good Vision glasses tailored for their distance vision needs

at Care Netram community eye camp. The moment Lepu and Budhani put on their new glasses, a

world of clarity unfolded before them. They could now see faces clearly from a distance and

manage their household tasks with ease.



Eye Health Initiatives in Rural India

Expanding our reach and impact to ensure lasting eye health 
improvements.

Eye health initiatives in rural India are crucial for ensuring equitable access to essential eye care 

services. By expanding our reach and impact, we aim to make lasting improvements in eye health 

across underserved communities. 

Through these initiatives, we strive to empower individuals with better vision, enhancing their 

quality of life and productivity. 

Our efforts focus on providing comprehensive eye screenings, affordable treatments, and raising 

awareness about preventive care, ultimately fostering healthier communities across rural India.



Ensuring Everyone Sees Better

Jharpada Durga Puja Committee Hosts Successful Eye Health 
Camp in Bhubaneswar

Care Netram conducted an eye screening camp at the Jharpada Durga Puja Committee,

Bhubaneswar. Attendees received comprehensive eye tests and affordable eyewear, and individuals

with cataracts were referred to hospitals for surgery..

During the camp, we were honored to have Dilip Sir and his son visit. Dilip Sir expressed his delight

at the well-organized event and commended Care Netram for reaching out to the underprivileged

with such high-quality, affordable services.

“ “We are grateful to Care Netram for their invaluable support 
and dedication to improving eye health in our community.

- Jharpada Durga Puja Committee



Clear Sight Ahead 
Vision Renewed: 
The Impact of Early Detection and Cataract Surgery

Cataract formation is the leading cause of blindness. The silent thief of sight can be stopped with

timely intervention and preventive measures.

At Care Netram, in association with partner hospitals, we sponsor cataract surgeries for needy

patients in the region.

Our commitment lies in preserving vision through collaborative efforts with hospitals, ensuring

timely access to cataract surgeries. Together, we're bestowing the invaluable gift of sight upon those

who need it the most.



Care Netram Vision Centres
Are Operational

Providing Comprehensive Eye Care Services To All

Care Netram Vision Centers are now operational, committed to providing comprehensive eye care

services to all. Our centers aim to ensure accessibility and affordability, offering a range of services

including eye examinations, prescription eyewear, and referrals for specialized treatment when

needed.

We prioritize the well-being of our community by promoting regular eye check-ups and delivering

quality care that enhances vision health for everyone. Do visit us for a free eye check-up.



Subscribe To Our Newsletter 

Let's Provide Good Vision For All!
#HelpingIndiaSEEBetter

https://www.linkedin.com/newsletters/eyelight-6996343893113888768/
https://www.instagram.com/carenetram/
https://www.facebook.com/carenetram
https://www.linkedin.com/company/care-netram/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/CareNetram

